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| Dispatches #18 | Alison Brady in “Charm School”

In art, Dispatches on 10/11/2010 at 9:31 am
(http://cablegram.files.wordpress.com/2010/10/abrady20small.jpg)@ADA
Gallery, Richmond, VA, September 3-26, 2010

On my way to this exhibition I saw a man who was a black hole. His face was so
covered in dirt I could barely make out his frantic eyes and located his mouth
only because he was screaming at oncoming traffic. Bystanders covered their
noses as he walked past, with his long matted hair, stained and torn clothing,
and hulking size. This clearly unsettled, terrifying yet mesmerizing person threw
me off balance. At middle age, I am far more sensitive than I should be when

witnessing deviations from the social norm.

So imagine my shock at seeing his photograph by Alison Brady (http://www.alisonbrady.com/)
at ADA Gallery (http://www.adagallery.com/ada_gallery.html). Except, of course, it was not him.
The photograph showed an obviously fake “sasquatch,” a person covered with what appeared to
be black puffballs and synthetic fur, posing in front of an Olan Mills-like forest backdrop. Yet there
he was, a figure so dark only the whites of the eyes and red lips and white teeth inform the viewer
that a face existed. His companion was another portrait of a human decorated in white silky
strands that suggested elegance and even an animal-like litheness.

Brady’s work within this exhibition seems aimed at the progressions between artificial to theatrical,
as well as from absurd to disturbing. Her other series (http://www.alisonbrady.com/portraits-
2.html) on view featured sitters in costumes and poses recalling famous historical portraits, such as
Jan Van Eyck’s “Portrait of a Man
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portrait_of_a_Man_%28Self_Portrait%3F%29).” However each of
Brady’s subjects possessed an overflowing mouthful of spaghetti noodles hanging down to their
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chests, the purpose of which is puzzlingly unclear.

Yet I remained drawn to the dark Bigfoot. The photograph offered me space and time to explore
and resolve my curiosity and repulsion. I doubted this was even close to Brady’s intention until I
read her artist’s statement, in which she references Freud’s theory that the mind repeats traumatic
events in order to deal with or master them. Brady is interested in “the cryptic mental re-
scrambling through which our traumatic events resurface.”

On my return trip, I witnessed the “real” sasquatch lying on the ground in a public park, cops and
emergency technicians leaning over him. I had projected the actual and invented dramas of this
man onto Brady’s photographs and her work not only held up but amplified my experience,
making it worthy of attention and reflection. It’s too much to ask an artwork to be immediately
relevant to the randomness of every viewer’s context. But when it happens, it’s magical.

-N. Elizabeth Schlatter is a curator and writer living in Richmond, VA.

Image: Alison Brady, “Portrait Series (sasquatch), color photograph, 30 x 20 inches
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